Microarrays are tools to study the expression profile of an entire genome. Technology, statistical tools and biological knowledge in general have evolved over the past ten years and it is now possible to improve analysis of previous datasets. We have developed a web interface called PHOENIX that automates the analysis of microarray data from preprocessing to the evaluation of significance through manual or automated parameterization. At each analytical step, several methods are possible for (re)analysis of data. PHOENIX evaluates a consensus score from several methods and thus determines the performance level of the best methods (even if the best performing method is not known). With an estimate of the true gene list, PHOENIX can evaluate the performance of methods or compare the results with other experiments. Each method used for differential expression analysis and performance evaluation has been implemented in the PEGASE back-end package, along with additional tools to further improve PHOENIX. Future developments will involve the addition of steps (CDF selection, geneset analysis, meta-analysis), methods (PLIER, ANOVA, Limma), benchmarks (spike-in and simulated datasets), and illustration of the results (automatically generated report).
Introduction

Objectives
The main objective of this work was to develop an online interface for the analysis of microarray data. This interface was designed to be user friendly and easy to use by non-specialists as well as easy to adjust (parameterize) by specialists. Another of our goals was to offer a wide range of methods for robust, high-performing analyses that are easy to use and parameterize. Furthermore, we aimed to create an interface which would provide access to a repository of public datasets and analysis results. Other aspects have been included to facilitate the use of high-performance tools as well as comparisons of the results from a panel of methods. Lastly, we added a global analytical step using a robust consensus method. The first public version of the interface, called PHOENIX, includes tools and procedures for preprocessing, statistical analyses and evaluation. PHOENIX is available at http://urbm-cluster.urbm.fundp.ac.be/phoenix and PEGASE (the R back-end package) can be downloaded from the web interface.
State of the art
In this post-genomics era, new technologies based on genome-scale analyses generate extremely large datasets from which biostatisticians must retrieve specific information. Microarray experiments have made it possible to study gene expression profiles, but analyses of significance are typically limited by the small number of experimental runs. This restriction in combination with the large number of genes studied simultaneously leads to a great deal of false positives and false negatives. Therefore, differential expression studies must optimize the resolution of biological information and noise inherent to the technology itself and specific experimental designs. In this difficult context, biologists may be at a loss for determining the best analytical strategy, especially since at least three steps are required for a complete analysis (preprocessing, statistical analysis and post-analysis), and because there is a wide range of tools available for each of these steps. Moreover, our work towards the development of a new web interface to automate the analytical procedure is a logical continuation of the new trend towards reanalysis and meta-analysis of old data as new tools and techniques become available for statistical analyses of the ever-increasing body of biological knowledge.
Background
Online databases and analytical tools
Biostatisticians and biologists alike would benefit from a tool to facilitate re-analysis of old datasets in homogeneous analyses (same preprocessing, same treatment) of several datasets as well as metaanalysis of old and/or new data. Our work began with the creation of a list of the available online databases and analysis tools. This collection is available on the PHOENIX website. This compilation identified (i) a large set of databases (often specialized) which can be used to view previous results, (ii) a large set of websites offering free access or selling access to tools for the storage of data analyses, (iii) a smaller set of raw data repositories and (iv) a very small set of sites offering free online data analysis. This compilation reveals the lack of an interface that combines both data storage and data analysis (with storage of the results) functions and performance evaluation of the tools included. Table 1 compares PHOENIX to the main free online tools for analysis of one-color microarray data. Downloadable tools have been excluded from this table, for two reasons. First, they often need technical skills, which are useless to a web interface use. Secondly, the purpose of this paper is to propose the PHOENIX interface (relying on the back-end PEGASE R-package) as an alternative of the use of existing packages. Cyber-T [1] , Expression profiler [2] , GEMS [3] and NIA [4] are essentially web tools devoted specifically to one analytical method. Cyber-T uses simple t-tests or regularized t-tests. Expression profiler compares and displays the relationships between different clustering results. The NIA Array Analysis tool uses the false discovery rate to test for statistical significance and the principal component analysis to analyze the geneexpression patterns. Each offers additional features, but none can be compared with GEPAS [5] , MIDAW [6] or PHOENIX, which allow the use of different lowand high-level analytical tools. Moreover, a few other analyses and post-analyses (clustering, viewing, supervised classification, and data mining & analysis for GEPAS, boxplot, density estimation, cluster analysis, principal component, partial least-squares analysis for MIDAW) are possible with GEPAS and MIDAW. Though such features are not included in PHOENIX, PHOENIX is still the only tool which allows consensus analyses and benchmarking. To our knowledge, M@CBETH is the only online benchmarking tool, but is designed only for this task.
Preprocessing
Microarray experiments are carried out to identify differentially-expressed genes. However, there are many other factors which may cause variation in microarrays (probe labeling efficiency, RNA concentration or hybridization efficiency, etc.). The goal of preprocessing, also called low-level analysis, is to eliminate such undesirable variations by using different procedures such as background correction, statistical normalization and, on occasion, perfect match/missmatch correction. After the preprocessing step, the data can then be analyzed statistically, at least at the probe level. For an analysis at the probeset level, the information must also be summarized from the probe level. Numerous preprocessing tools are available to do this. The preprocessing methods chosen for our interface were selected based on their widespread use and successful results obtained in several benchmarks [7] [8] [9] [10] . RMA (Robust Multichip Average) can be broken down into three steps: background adjustment (where the signal observed is assumed to be the overlapping of a normal background and an exponential signal), quantile normalization and median-polish summarization of probe-level Affymetrix microarray data. This method fits a robust linear model at the probe level but requires large amounts of RAM [11] . GCRMA is the GC Robust Multiarray Average background correction that uses the GC content of probes as supplementary information. The Bioconductor [12] GCRMA package performs GCRMA background adjustment, quantile normalization, and median-polish summarization of probe-level Affymetrix microarray data [13] . MAS 5.0 software is available with the Affymetrix system. After quantization of a chip, this algorithm computes a signal for each probe set and normalizes the data across all arrays [14] . Expresso is a function of the bioconductor "affy" package that combines the different steps of these methods (and a fourth method, dCHIP) [15, 16] . Moreover, the analysis can be terminated before the summarization step in order to perform statistical analyses at the probe level.
Processing (differential expression analysis)
Many significance tests have been described previously and focus on microarray-based datasets. Various approaches are currently in use. For example, one can use variants of traditional tests (based on a normal or observed distribution), parametric and non-parametric approaches, or correction of data from multiple genes sharing a close level of expression. The Student t-test and Welch correction are widely used for microarray data analyses [17, 18] . These traditional methods have given rise to many other methods. Both the Student t-test and Welch correction are used for analyses or as a reference for performance comparisons. As robust estimators are less sensitive to the measurement of outliers, the traditional procedures can be adapted to use the median and the median absolute deviation instead of the mean and the standard deviation.
Baldi and Long described the Regularized t-test which is based on a Bayesian approach using the Student t-test. This approach results in an estimation of variance from a weighted average of individual variance and background variance. Background variance, computed for genes within a window around the mean expression level (estimated for 101 probesets by default), is thus a correction term added individually to each variance estimate [19] .
We previously described the Window t-test (and the Window Welch test) in which variance estimates are computed only within a sliding window. Compared with the Regularized t-test, parameterization of the method does not depend on a balance between individual and background variances. Instead, we prefer to adjust the window size thus giving greater importance to the background variance for large windows and to individual variance for small windows [20] . Local Pooled Error is another method based on a sliding window and adaptable window size [21] .
Tusher's strategy, used in SAM, combines various approaches: variance is corrected using a fudge factor based on the distribution of individual variance. However, it is computed from a given percentile of the individual variance distribution and the same fudge factor is added to each individual variance. The resulting t-based statistic is compared with its expected value computed from permutations between arrays [22] .
The Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test and the Rank Products test are two non-parametric methods. Both methods are based on scores instead of expression values [23, 24] . In the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test, scores are attributed in a gene-specific manner, and significance is computed from a null distribution defined from permutations between arrays. This method is the non-parametric method equivalent to the Student t-test [23] .
In the Rank Products approach, scores are attributed in an array-specific manner and the statistic computed is the product of those scores. The null distribution is defined from permutations within each array [24] .
The algorithms used in the methodologies discussed above were described previously by their authors. The corresponding papers provide further explanations of the procedures.
Experimental Procedures
Online databases
Due to the large number of databases of microarray data (more than 50) encountered during this work, we could not automate data retrieval from each and we thus listed them in a separate section of the interface. Special attention was paid to databases containing datasets such as "Affymetrix"-type datasets. Nevertheless, we did automate the access to data from two of the largest repositories for wide audiences, ArrayExpress and Gene Expression Omnibus. ArrayExpress, managed by the EBI, is a public repository for transcriptomics data which contains 6,169 experiments and 176,858 hybridizations [25] . Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), managed by the NCBI, can be described as a gene expression/molecular abundance repository and an organized online resource to browse, query and retrieve gene expression data. GEO currently contains 278,761 samples [26] . Using data from other sources requires that the data be imported to a local computer before upload into the interface.
Methods for preprocessing and differential expression analysis
In the current version of PHOENIX, preprocessing is only possible for Affymetrix data. Other sources of data can be added at the differential expression analysis step. The methods currently available in the interface for microarray data preprocessing are RMA [11] , GCRMA [13] , MAS 5.0 [14] , and dCHIP [16] . All preprocessing steps are performed using the package Expresso (available on BioConductor) [17] . All differential expression analysis methods used in the PHOENIX interface were written in R language and implemented from the beginning. This collection of scripts was automated and gathered in the R package called PEGASE (Performance Evaluation and Global Analysis of Significant Expression) which is used by PHOENIX as a back-end package. The methods currently used for differential expression analysis are the classic Student t-test [17] and the Welch correction for heteroscedasticity [18] , the variants of which use of robust estimators (Median and Median Absolute Deviation), and empirical Bayes methods such as the Regularized t-test [20] , and SAM [22] . We also implemented the non-parametric Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank sum test [23] and the Rank Products method [24] . The methods utilized, based on an empirical relationship between variability and level of expression, are the Regularized t-test [19] , the Local Pooled Error test (LPE-test) [21] , the Window t-test and the Window Welch test [20] .
PEGASE
We developed a library of functions coding for a set of algorithms in the public domain which are listed in Section 2.2. Our motivation was to provide a back-end to the PHOENIX web interface, and to allow users to run PEGASE on a local computer. PEGASE was developed using the R language.
Our main objectives were to: (i) achieve optimal automation of the analysis, (ii) provide the opportunity to "tune" each parameter (freedom of use), (iii) combine specific modules in new ways (creation of new methods), (iv) include extra information/results at each step of the analysis before completing the analytical plan and (v) offer various ways to illustrate the results for easier interpretation. These objectives, combined with our drive to achieve modular implementation, led to the development of functions which allow users to compute estimators from data, compute statistics from those estimators, compute the null distribution (or to use a classic one) needed to compute significance, and automate the analysis by computing the common steps only once. The combination of these functions with other steps requires less computing power than computing each methodology separately. Figure 1 illustrates how modular functions were designed to orchestrate common and specific steps. For example, a common function is used to compute a t-statistic from various estimators (mean or median, SD estimated using a classic estimator or a window, or a balance of both approaches in the Regularized t-test). The package is designed in two parts: "backend" computing for generation of data and functions used to illustrate the results (tables, plots). Figure 2 is a representation of the main steps of microarray differential expression analysis covered by PEGASE. One function is defined in each step. The organization of functions allows to define parameters manually, or to choose easy to use automated procedures.
Each step shown in Figure 2 was designed as a separate feature of the PEGASE package. These steps are: (a) dataset preparation (removal of each probeset containing exclusively NA values under one of the conditions compared), (b) configuration of the analysis (selection of methods, analytical steps, and parameterization of the procedures selected) (c) differential expression analysis, (d) global analysis based on the attribution of a "consensus" score for each probeset from the p-values obtained with each methodology, (e) performance evaluation of the methods implemented when a list of truly differentiallyexpressed genes is provided (or a list of probesets coming from previous analysis of a different dataset).
PEGASE includes two functions which allow the user to store the results in, and load from, separate CSV files (pegase.import and pegase.export). More information on PEGASE variables, input and output is provided as supplementary material. PEGASE also offers a set of functions which generate graphical outputs illustrating the data structure, estimated parameters, results and performance evaluation. These functions use the values in the PEGASE variable list and create PNG files from the coordinates computed.
Consensus method
To obtain a more robust estimation of the probeset top list, the software allows the user to compute the probability that each probeset is not differentially expressed (Null hypothesis) across all methods selected. Mathematically speaking, this probability can be obtained by computing the product of probabilities that the null hypothesis will be accepted for each method selected. The consensus p-value can thus be computed from the product of the p-values obtained for each method (Eq. 1). p-value(i) = ∏ (j) p-value(i,j) (Eq. 1) where i is the probeset index and j is the individual method identifier. log(p-value(i)) = ∑ (j) log(p-value(i,j)) (Eq.2) However, the consensus p-value obtained using this approach is dependent on the number of methods. To circumvent this limitation on cross-comparison between consensus p-values, the product of probabilities can first be formulated from the sum of the logarithm of the individual p-values using logarithmic operations (Eq. 2). This procedure has been adjusted to fit our expectations, regardless of the number of methods, by computing the mean of the logarithms of methodspecific p-values instead of the sum (Eq. 3). log(Cons.Score(i)) = ∑ (j) log(p-value(i,j)) / n (Eq. 3) where n is the number of methods used to compute the consensus score (Cons. Score).
A second concern with the use of multiple p-value lists relates to the distributions that are used for assessment. Each method provides a list of p-values but those p-values are not assessed in the same way and, thus, each list of p-values has its own distribution/range, even when the results are close between methods. Therefore, we must take care to correct p-values so that the multiple distributions cover the same range of values. This concern can be addressed using an additional FDR correction step. As far as we know, this approach does not completely solve the problem, and various studies aim to improve FDR correction. Instead, we propose to use another strategy which attributes a rank to each probeset based on its position in the sequence of p-values (for each method). Our consensus approach, when applied to ranks (divided by the total number of probesets to be in the 0-1 range), can correct for this issue involving multiple ranges as each list of p-values is given a common range during this substitution of values. Using ranks, the values obtained do not assess a probability, but give a score between 0 and 1 to characterize the position of the probeset in the list. The entire sequence of sorted consensus scores thus represents the expected sequence of probesets likely to be differentially expressed (close to 0) or not (close to 1).
The last concern that we wanted to address using this consensus approach was the ability to tune the weight of each method in the final score. For example, the Regularized t-test and Window t-test are preferred over the Student t-test when only a few samples are available. Welch procedures are more likely to give good results when individual variances are distinct between both samples tested. We thus adapted the consensus in order to compute a score knowing that particular methods should give best results due to intrinsic dataset properties (Eq. 4). log(Cons.Score(i)) = ∑ (j) W(j) log(Score(i,j)) / ∑ (j) W(j) (Eq. 4) where the Score is either the p-value or the ratio of the rank/number of probesets, and W(j) is the methodspecific weight defined by the user.
Design of the interface
The PHOENIX web interface was created using the classical PHP, JavaScript and HTML languages. PHP is a general-purpose scripting language that is especially well-suited for Web development and can be embedded into HTML (http://www.php.net/). HTML is the publishing language of the World Wide Web (http://www.w3.org/ html/wg/). JavaScript is a scripting language which allows for dynamic interaction between the user and the interface (http://developers.sun.com/scripting/ javascript/). Apache is the open-source web server that we used to host the PHOENIX web interface (http:// www.apache.org/). The essential principles underlying the PHOENIX interface have always been simplicity of use for non-specialists, high performance level, and the ability for advanced users to manually define parameters.
Datasets
Two datasets were used to evaluate the performance of the analysis package. The first dataset selected was the Golden Spike Experiment dataset, described by Choe et al. 1331 probesets were spiked on the DrosGenome1 Genechip model, among the 14010 total probesets [27] . The second dataset was described by Bosco et al. and is available in ArrayExpress under the accession tag E-MEXP-445. The chip model is Affymetrix HG-U133A. This experiment studied the effect of hypoxia on human monocytes. Three microchips were used under hypoxia and three microchips were used under normoxic conditions [28] .
Technical issues associated with PHOENIX / PEGASE
There are both advantages and technical limitations of the current versions of PHOENIX and PEGASE. PHOENIX and PEGASE are flexible and offer basic as well as advanced functions. Firstly, PHOENIX currently supports Affymetrix CEL files for the preprocessing step. For user convenience, the import form allows retrieval of data from the external ArrayExpress and GEO databases. Users can also upload a dataset from a local computer, which eases the analysis of datasets obtained from public repositories. At the differential expression step, PHOENIX and PEGASE support any CSV file which stores expression values (with rows and columns relative to probesets and arrays, respectively). We should note that the differential expression analysis methods were implemented to analyze unpaired univariate procedures. PHOENIX and PEGASE thus correspond to the experimental design of one-color technology. However, the consensus approach and evaluation step can be performed on the results obtained with any methodology. PHOENIX requires a web browser with enabled JavaScript functions, while PEGASE requires installation of the R software to be used locally. PHOENIX and PEGASE are OS-independent. The PHOENIX web interface server host is a 64-bit 80-core cluster running the CentOS GNU/Linux Operating System used to perform all analyses. The technical advantages of PHOENIX are mainly based on the cluster configuration and its computing power. The analysis can be reproduced since the data, results, parameters and scripts are stored jointly. Automated job and user management provides security. The use of PHOENIX does not require a permanent connection as the jobs are queued on a cluster and PEGASE can perform local analyses (using R). The main advantage of the web interface is that it is easy to use (no need to learn R language). As a dataset repository, PHOENIX can analyze various datasets with a common framework. Useful tools for illustration are included in PEGASE. PHOENIX and PEGASE are flexible, offering basic & advanced functions.
Results
Import of data
The first part of the web interface is dedicated to preprocessing tools. In order to begin analysis at the preprocessing level, users must choose a dataset. Users can select a dataset previously uploaded in the PHOENIX repository, upload a dataset manually from personal files, or upload a dataset from ArrayExpress or Gene Expression Omnibus. The datasets originating from any other repository can be uploaded in two steps, by first downloading a dataset on a local computer and then uploading it into our repository. When a user uploads a dataset, it is stored in a private repository which is only available to that user. Both PHOENIX and PEGASE can accommodate various datasets. The preprocessing step in PHOENIX was included as an aid for data preparation using a common framework through several datasets (currently limited to Affymetrix CEL files). The differential expression analysis step can accommodate expression values from any manufacturer, summarized at the probeset level, provided that they comply with the CSV file format where rows represent probesets and columns represent arrays. Because unpaired univariate procedures are used, PHOENIX and PEGASE should be used to analyze only one-color microarray datasets.
Data preprocessing
The tools described above (RMA, GCRMA, dCHIP, MAS5 and the Bioconductor Expresso package) can be used for data preprocessing. The parameters defining each step of preprocessing can be adjusted. In this case, the selected steps are performed using the Bioconductor Expresso package (parameterized by the R script generated by PHOENIX). Consequently, all combinations of steps performed by Expresso, including dCHIP, are available in the PHOENIX interface. Each method generates files with expression values at the probeset level, available in R format or as CSV files, ready for differential expression analysis. The last method (Expresso) can also generate files with expression values estimated at the probeset level, at each stage of the process (background correction, normalization, PM/ MM correction).
Differential expression analysis
The second part of the web interface offers differential expression analysis. The user is first invited to select a dataset from the list of stored preprocessed data. Once this selection is complete, a form allows the user to choose the preprocessing strategy, and to define the hypothesis of the test from the list of sample labels. For each step in the form, the user has access to the full list of previously-defined parameters and also has the option to define and store new parameter sets.
Configuration of the analysis first involves selection of the steps to perform. For each probeset, the procedure checks the availability of expression values, and NA values may be removed. If there is at least one condition for which less than 2 values are available (NA for the others), then the probeset is removed from the dataset. The user can configure the analysis by selecting the statistical methods to be used for differential expression analysis. For some methods requiring parameterization, manual configuration can be performed using the "+" command for advanced parameters. By default, advanced parameters are either pre-defined or automatically computed. For each method, p-values are estimated for both unidirectional and bidirectional tests. Users of the interface can also choose to evaluate consensus scores and compare method performances. These functionalities are discussed in further sections of this article. PHOENIX uses the information given in the form to write an R script which is then added to the queue list. All results are stored in CSV file format, and gathered in a downloadable directory.
Benchmarks
At the bottom of the differential expression analysis tab, an option can be used to ask the server to evaluate the performance of the methods selected. This option can be selected when the user provides a CSV file containing a logical value for each probeset (0=not differentially expressed, 1=differentially expressed). Using this file, PHOENIX can compute coordinates for four types of figures of merit. To build ROC curves, coordinates used on the X and Y axes are 1-specificity and sensitivity, respectively. These performance curves are widely used by the scientific community, although they are not very discriminating when comparing methods [29] . In the Modified ROC curves, the coordinates used are False discovery rate and Sensitivity. These performance curves are equivalent to Precision/Recall Curves (PRC) (FDR=1-precision and Sensitivity=Recall). This type of curve shows the evolution of truth discovery compared with the error rate in the top list. The two coordinates used to draw FDR curves are p-value thresholds and the false discovery rate. These curves compare the expected error rate with the actual error rate. Lastly, a plot of Sensitivity vs. Number of probesets selected illustrates the evolution of truth discovery with the size of the top list. Molecular biologists can use the evaluation procedure to compare experimental results with recently validated results from the scientific literature or with results from other experiments. This second experiment, used to define the truth, can either examine the same conditions or, in a meta-analysis scheme, various experiments when a set of genes is implied in both experiments. Bioinformaticians can use these figures of merit to compare the performance of the methods selected on reference datasets (spikein experiments, simulated data, or extensively studied dataset). As an example, Figure 3 shows the plots obtained when analyzing Choe's Golden Spike Experiment.
In the future, scripts will be added to include the possibility to perform benchmarks on external results submitted (lists of p-values obtained with the user's methodology), and on multiple datasets (Simulations and Latin Squares from Affymetrix).
Consensus
In bioinformatics studies, it is common practice to compute the consensus of multiple results as a new, robust result. For example, multiple sequence alignment algorithms may be used to analyze homologies between DNA or protein sequences and to compute a subsequent consensus sequence. In the field of microarray differential expression, the result obtained is a sequence of p-values which are probabilities that the probesets studied between two conditions are distributed in the same population. Probesets with a p-value close to 0 have a very low probability of being part of the same population, and have a higher probability of belonging to distinct populations.
The PHOENIX interface and PEGASE R package both offer the option to compute p-values using various methodologies. Probesets belonging to very different populations are expected to be found by all methods, and those belonging to the same population, provided it is well estimated, are expected to produce p-values close to 1. However, with more modest differences between populations, some methods detect probesets as differentially expressed, while others do not.
We included a simple consensus approach with our automated analysis procedure. This consensus approach relies on a weighted logarithmic average of the method-specific scores (p-values or ranks). The ranks of the genes can be used to ensure that each individual list of results is distributed in the same range. Methods can be weighted in the consensus approach to provide a more accurate gene list by favoring appropriate methods when there are some clues about which method(s) perform best. More explanations of the algorithm can be found in the Procedures section of this article. Figure 4 illustrates performance results of the consensus approach on Choe's Golden Spike experiment. The performance comparison between Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows that the four alternative ways to compute the consensus score are close to the best performing methods, with improved stability of the beginning of the curve (even when some individual methods give very poor results). This suggests that probesets discovered falsely using separate methods are not part of the top list in the consensus. This improvement has a price: some probesets previously found by individual methods are not detected with this approach, and the performance obtained with the consensus approach does not reach the best performance (but stays close to it). Consequently, the results provided by the consensus approach display an optimal evolution of the false discovery rate in the top list, while maintaining performances close to the best methods. As illustrated in Figure 4 , this was not the case with individual methods. Additionally, results demonstrate that knowledge of the best performing method is not required in order to compute the consensus, as the performances are very close when the consensus is computed with or without weights.
PEGASE as an R package for Performance
Evaluation and Global Analysis of
Significant Expression
As described in the Procedures section of this article, all methods used in the PHOENIX web interface are available in a back-end package called PEGASE. The preprocessing step is not included in PEGASE. One goal was to give the user the opportunity to run PEGASE on a local computer. The analysis package was intended to be easy to use for molecular biologists unfamiliar with statistical analysis and bioinformatics tools, as well as to give the opportunity to fine-tune the steps and adjust parameters to be useful for biostatisticians wishing to track data and intermediate results. Users can add their own list of p-values from external or experimental procedures to include their method in the plots. Using PEGASE as an R package offers many additional advantages. Like PHOENIX, PEGASE can be used with automated procedures, with or without manual parameterization, using one function call. It can also be used sequentially from the step-based functions by first performing dataset preparation (removal of NA probesets) followed by configuration, differential expression analysis, consensus evaluation and performance comparison. The modularized development of PEGASE provides flexibility, as each step can be parameterized specifically, and methods can be modified by simply adjusting a given modular function. Thus, a new significance analysis method is the result of the succession of common and modified/added steps. As an example, the previously published Window t-test and Window Welch t-test were designed using an earlier version of the package [20] . The ultimate goal in automation of the analytical procedure is to produce an automatically generated report, which will be a focus of future development. Some of the components required for this possibility have already been integrated into the back-end R package. The analytical procedure, intermediate values and final results can be tracked through illustrative functions and tables (for example: mean and variance relationship, fudge factor determination for Tusher d statistic). Each of the extra utilities added to PEGASE compared with PHOENIX were included either to facilitate the summarization of results in the R environment, or to provide back-end support for future improvements of the web interface. We encourage the reader to refer to the Procedures section of this article for more details on the internal structure of the package. Description of PEGASE variables and Input/Output formats are provided as supplementary data, to help users of PEGASE in the R environment. PEGASE can be downloaded from the PHOENIX web interface.
Example of analysis of a biological dataset
PEGASE and the web interface were used to compare the expression profiles of monocytes under hypoxia. The dataset used for this study is available publicly in the ArrayExpress repository under the identifier E-MEXP-445 and was described previously by Bosco et al. [28] . The authors listed 74 genes known to be involved in hypoxia as well as other validated genes. The results described by the authors were used to illustrate the performance of the methods implemented in PEGASE and available on the PHOENIX web interface. Finally, the expression of 90 genes (188 probesets) known to be involved in the hypoxia response were analyzed using various methods to determine which approach had the highest performance. In addition to identifying many of the known 90 genes, the best-performing methods also revealed other candidate genes which were previously undetected. Thus, this new analysis of the dataset using several methods provided a more in-depth view of the mechanisms involved.
We studied the evolution of the number of known probesets/genes detected among the total number of probesets/genes selected by each method, using four cut-offs (top lists with 50 to 200 probesets, using steps of 50 probesets). Preprocessing was performed using GCRMA and the standard Affymetrix HGU-133A chip -67  -66  79  -70  --79  80  74  71  203695_s_at   EGLN3  --------84  ----219232_s_at   GAS7  -46  ------56  73  71  91  84  202191_s_at   -44  ------46  76  67  -97  202192_s_at   ------22  77  29  53  65  --207704_s_at   -64  ----71  -6  19  17  89  83 210872_x_at
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definition file. Analysis of differential expression was performed using PEGASE (from the Web interface). Due to the reduced number of replicates (3 vs. 3), we did not use the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Rank Sum and Rank Products tests. The gene lists obtained with the top 100 probesets were characterized and are summarized in Table 2 . For each method, the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives was computed for both the probesets (based on 188 known probesets) and genes (based on 90 known genes). At least three assertions can be made about individual methods. First, variants of the Student t-test with/without Welch correction, using median and MAD to assess mean and standard deviation, provided the least accurate results based on current knowledge of the mechanism of response to hypoxia. Second, window-based methods (Window t-test, Window Welch t-test, Regularized t-test, LPE test) using an empirical relationship between variability and expression performed best. The third conclusion that can be made is that consensus methods provided results close to the best performing methods, though some of the individual methods gave poor results (robust t-test with and without Welch correction). Furthermore, the four variants of the consensus approach provided similar results, regardless of the weight of the individual methods, illustrating that the consensus score can retrieve good results when the user does not know which method is best suited to the data. Table 2 summarizes the main features of the top lists combined. Four categories of genes are considered: known genes reported before publication of this dataset, genes detected recently in related papers, unknown genes, and candidate genes inferred from our analysis. The definition of the last category is described hereunder. Table 2 shows that the most represented category of genes is detected by only one method, and is not known to be involved in the hypoxia response. At least four methods are required to define a category containing a majority of known genes. Individual top list diversity is thus an important aspect of this type of analytical framework since only a few genes are detected simultaneously with several methods. These differences observed seem to be in genes that are not hypoxia-responsive. Such genes comprise a greater proportion of false positives. Among 75 of the positive genes identified in the analysis, 24 have been validated in recent publications. Our analytical design thus makes it possible to reduce the number of false negatives and to detect more putative genes. The least successful analysis methods (Robust Student/Welch) provide a list of genes almost exclusively represented by only one probeset. Alternatively, optimal methods are characterized by a reduced number of detected genes but a stronger correlation (several related probesets detected together). An important observation relates to the robustness of the results at the gene level. In each category, the number of known genes is smaller than the number of known probesets. This suggests a strong correlation within the dataset, leading to the detection of many probesets related to the same gene. Furthermore, the number of genes detected in common with other studies reveals a correlation between separate studies. Among 75 known genes detected (51+24), one third has been validated in recent studies. Moreover, the correlation with other studies is stronger at the gene level than the same observation at the probeset level (common genes are identified from separate probesets). Consensus evaluation reveals that most of the genes detected from the four variants of the consensus are hypoxia-related. Furthermore, most of the genes that are never detected with any consensus belong to the "unknown" category. Genes belonging to this category provide less robust results (186 genes/193 probesets) compared with other categories. False positives for individual methods are mainly classified as true negatives in consensus methods. Comparing probesets and gene categories carefully, our analysis reveals clues regarding the quality of the results from several methods. However, this is a side effect of the structure of the microarray used, depending on the chip definition file. Such observations derive from the redundancy of genes in a standard CDF file. Not all genes involve several probesets, and the interpretation of the results would be different if hypoxia-related genes were only represented once in the standard CDF. Moreover, the use of alternative chip definition files, focusing on the gene level, would render this comparison impossible. Based on the observed features of the combined individual top lists, we selected several candidate genes detected simultaneously with several methods and/or several probesets. Due to the strong correlation between consensus variants, and to the performance of this approach, genes represented in the consensus top list were considered candidates. The characterization of candidate genes is shown in Table 2. Table 3 lists those genes with their corresponding individual scores. This global analysis and the consensus approach showed that many genes were detected from multiple different probesets. The results summarized in Table 3 suggest that the expression of many genes should be further characterized in a hypoxic environment :  DFNA5, EGLN3, GAS7, HSPA6, IGHG1, KLHL18,  LASP1, LGALS8, MERTK, METAP1, NID1, NR1H3,  OLFML2B, PANX1, PARVB, PFTK1, PGM1, PPIF,  PRDX4, RNASET2, RXRA, SAE2, SDCBP, SLCO2B1, STK38, TMEM158, TMEM43, TNS1, VDAC1, VGLL4  and ZNF395. Supplementary Table 1 provides the full list of genes and their corresponding scores. It was created from the union of the top 100 probesets with each method, summarizing the ranks of each probeset with the method used in its selection. The table was sorted based on the Gene Symbol associated with each probeset. Previously validated genes are shown in bold, and genes validated elsewhere are highlighted in grey (bibliographic references for those genes are provided in the supplementary data). Supplementary Table 2 extends the global analysis approach detailed here and provides a comparison of the individual methods and the consensus approaches for a selection of the top 50, 100, 150 and 200 probesets.
Discussion
The primary aim of this work was to create PHOENIX, a user-friendly set of online tools for microarray data analysis which allows for the use of several methods at each step of the analysis strategy. The second goal of this work was to provide an R package to perform the analysis on a local computer, without remote connection. The name of this package is PEGASE (acronym for Performance Evaluation and Global Analysis of Significant Expression). PHOENIX and PEGASE were designed both for molecular biologists and experienced bioinformaticians able to fine-tune critical parameters. The methods interfaced in PHOENIX or implemented in PEGASE were selected based on their performance and notoriety in the public literature. The PEGASE/PHOENIX duo can be used to better identify genes which are differentially expressed between two experiments. After data selection (from ArrayExpress, GEO or uploaded manually into a private repository), a set of automated procedures can be implemented/interfaced to run each procedure, summarize the results and illustrate the intermediate results. Old datasets can be re-analyzed with new analytical tools and the latest Affymetrix CDFs (chip definition files). As a supplementary step in the differential expression analysis of microarray data, we included a global analysis approach, based on the summarization of results from various methods. The underlying consensus method is either based on the p-values or ranks obtained from the selected methods, using method-specific weights if desired. The main advantage of this consensus approach is that it provides users with a global analytical tool which yields good results from a set of methods (better quality gene list), even if there is no clear knowledge of which methods perform best on their data. When the truth is known (extensively studied dataset, spike-in experiments), performance comparisons can also be computed and illustrated using four types of figures of merit. PEGASE, which includes more features than PHOENIX, was designed to provide modularity, automated analysis, graphical illustration, and to allow bioinformaticians to add their own analytical results as well as to use modules in combination to create new procedures. To validate the use of PHOENIX and PEGASE, we described an example analysis of the E-MEXP-445 dataset (comparing monocyte expression profile under normoxia and hypoxia). We compared the results obtained with publicly validated results and demonstrated that the global analysis approach, based on several methods and a consensus approach, yields accurate results. Classification of the top lists into three categories (Known, Other publications, Unknown) reveals a positive correlation of the results, both within an experiment (multiplicity of probesets belonging to a same gene) and between experiments (genes identified in other publications). The analysis also identified a set of genes which was previously undetected, and which can be a candidate of further study.
Future PHOENIX developments will offer new features. For example, a new query interface for the internal PHOENIX repository will allow users to easily find appropriate public datasets based on various criteria (pathology, chip model) and objectives (reanalysis, meta-analysis). We will later focus on the possibility to select alternative CDFs (chip definition files), and additional methods will be included for preprocessing and differential expression analysis. For work at the probe level, we will include the opportunity to use ANOVA-2 models (Anthoula Gaigneaux, personal communication). A new step will be added to analyze data at the gene-set level, which should make it possible to identify undetected genes with higher power during analysis. The existing benchmark tool will include scripts for performance evaluation on spike-in datasets (Affymetrix Latin-Squares HG-U95 and HG-U133, Golden Spike Experiment) [21, 30] . Lastly, we will focus on the illustration and formatting of results and the ultimate goal is to provide automatically-generated reports. Some of these procedures have already been implemented in the PEGASE package (creation of tables and plots). The PHOENIX interface will be translated into various languages, and tutorials will be available for both newcomers and advanced users.
